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Introduction Near-Earth objects (NEOs) detected
telescopically make close-approaches with the Earth
fairly regularly [1, 2]. These more massive objects are
typically fiercely monitored due to the inherent danger
of their close encounters. However, fireball and meteor
observation networks from around the world have wit-
nessed ‘grazing’ events occur on several occasions [3, 4,
5, 6, 7]. Grazing events are characterized by their low
impact angle and their possible re-entry into interplane-
tary space. These grazing events display how there are
likely many smaller objects, that cannot be detected tele-
scopically, that encounter the Earth all the time. These
close encounters can scatter meteoroids into drastically
distinct orbits. Additionally, the significance of the
Earth-scattered object (ESO) population is enhanced due
to the evolution along the lines of equal perihelia/aphelia.
This process is exemplified by the grazing fireball event
detected by the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) in 2017
[7]. During this event, a ≥ 0.3m object grazed the at-
mosphere coming from an Apollo-type orbit and exited
with a JFC-like orbit.

Methods The Earth’s close encounter flux in the 0.001-
100 kg range was estimated using the impact flux ob-
served by the DFN. To do this, several inherent biases
had to be taken into account. These biases include: DFN
observations are optimized to a specific size-range of ob-
jects, there are seasonal and diurnal variations in the flux,
and the DFN flux is amplified due to gravitational fo-
cusing. These biases were all taken into consideration.
The size-range analyzed in the DFN dataset was cutoff
at small-sizes in order to remove the excess of fast, small
meteoroids. Whereas, the diurnal and seasonal effects
on the average flux of the DFN are likely negligible [8].
Conversely, the gravitational focusing must be incorpo-
rated for reasonable conclusions to be made. The flux
enhancement factor was accounted for using the global
average enhancement determined by Öpik [9]. In total,
the ESO population was characterized using over three
million test particles.

Results The close encounter simulations, based on the
DFN orbital dataset, demonstrated that there exists a
significant population of ESOs. Most of these bod-
ies are negligibly affected during their close encounters;
however, many experience considerable orbital changes
(Fig. 1). Since the most likely objects to encounter the
Earth are those with orbits more similar to the Earth,
many close encounters come from asteroid-like (TJ > 3)

Figure 1: Change in orbital elements due to various
close encounter minimum orbital intersection distances
(MOID).
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Figure 2: Tisserand’s parameter (TJ ) before and after a close encounter with the Earth. Coloration is indicative of the
mass of the object.

objects. Moreover, the size-range is more targeted to-
wards asteroidal sources. During the encounter, objects
either gain or lose energy resulting in an inverse change
to the objects TJ value. Coincidentally, numerous ob-
jects are flung from asteroidal to JFC-like orbits and a
smaller number in reverse. As seen in Fig. 2, more ma-
terial originates from asteroid sources, and a majority
of the objects with larger masses come from asteroidal
TJ values. These larger masses also tend to have more
significant orbital changes, which is likely caused by
the stronger gravitational focusing typical of the slower
asteroid-like orbits.
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